This book offers a major reassessment of the work ofÉmile Durkheim in the context of a French philosophical tradition that had seriously misinterpreted Kant by interpreting his theory of the categories as about psychological faculties. Durkheim's sociological theory of the categories, as revealed by Warren Schmaus, is an attempt to provide an alternative way of understanding Kant. For Durkheim the categories are necessary conditions for human society. The concepts of causality, space, and time underpin the moral rules and obligations that make society possible.
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A catalog record for this book is available from the British Library. There are two scholars who deserve special thanks, for without their help this would have been a very different book. First, I would like to thank John Brooks for sharing chapters of his book The Eclectic Legacy with me while they were still in draft form. Although he sent them to me for help and comments, I was learning at least as much from him as he was from me. It was John who convinced me that the eclectic spiritualist philosophical tradition was the source for much of Durkheim's thinking. Without John, I would never have been persuaded to read Victor Cousin, Paul Janet, or Elie Rabier. John's interpretation of the philosophical origins of Durkheimian social science then received independent corroboration when Neil Gross discovered André Lalande's notes from Durkheim's philosophy class at the Lycée de Sens. Lalande's notes reveal the young Durkheim teaching eclectic spiritualism, drawing on thinkers like Cousin and Maine de Biran for his account of the categories. The entire scholarly community owes a debt of gratitude to Neil for making these notes available to us. Bob Jones is to be thanked for making these notes even more widely available by putting them on his Durkheim web pages at the University of Illinois. Neil and Bob, as well as Daniela Barberis, also deserve thanks for their participation in a session devoted to the discovery of these notes that I organized for the History of Science Society meetings in 1997.
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There are several other forums besides those provided by the Pittsburgh Center where I have received helpful criticism and advice concerning the ideas presented in this book. Sharon Crasnow, Jim Maffie, Jean Pedersen, and Stephen Turner provided helpful comments, for which I am very grateful, on the papers concerning the social functions of the categories that I presented at the 1995 meetings of the History of Science Society and the Society for the Social Studies of Science. I would like to thank Cassandra Pinnick for organizing these sessions. I also presented some of my early thoughts on this topic to a philosophy of social science interest group that met at the Philosophy of Science Association meetings in 1996. I no longer remember everyone who was there, but I do recall Alison Wylie giving me some helpful bibliographic advice, for which I thank her. Some of these people also attended my paper on functionalism at the 1998 meetings of the Philosophy of Science Association, where I was subjected to some very serious criticisms by Paul Roth and
